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CSLA faculty meet to discuss developments in flipped classroom
strategy
November 21st, 2016
STEMEC faculty members met in November to discuss Cal State LA’s
development progress in the project. In this meeting observations
from the flipped classroom strategy and advances in the Consortium’s
implementation method was discussed. Cal State LA’s Consortium
faculty focuses on executing flipped classroom curriculum strategy
and evaluating student achievement.

STEM Education Consortium hosts the Natural Science student mixer
November 17th, 2016
The Consortium hosted a student mixer for all natural science majors
to get to know another and obtain more knowledge about more
flexible degree requirements, changes on financial aid timeline, and
the new procedures for graduation applications during the semester
system. Our STEM advisor and Project Director were also present to
help students with other topics and questions which may apply to
students’ needs and requirements for graduation. We hope to host
another event in the spring to further help students and their needs.

STEM Education Consortium attends Cal State LA pop-up events at
Glendale and West Los Angeles community colleges
November 9th and 15th, 2016
At the STEM Education Consortium, we understand the need for
community college students to obtain as much as knowledge as
possible to transfer to their desired four year university. We attended
the Pop-Up events, hosted by Cal State LA’s Office of Admissions
and Recruitment. These events were held at Glendale Community
College and West Los Angeles College. We hope to attend more
outreach events and get in touch with students to help them with their
transition process to higher education and reach their goals.

Cal State LA STEM Education consortium presents to students at West
LA College
November 4th, 2016
The STEM Education consortium visited West LA College and their
Friday’s with Scholars for a student presentation introducing the
STEM Education Consortium to students interested in pursuing STEM
fields. Students learned about the program’s comprehensive
advisement across all three campuses and how West LA STEMEC
participants have access to a direct contact with Cal State LA about
transferring, STEM majors at Cal State LA, and resource referrals.
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Cal State LA STEM Education Consortium presents to students at
Pasadena City College
November 2nd, 2016
The STEM education Consortium visited the Pasadena City College
Natural Science Success Center for a student presentation
introducing the STEM Education Consortium to students interested in
pursuing STEM fields. Students learned about the programs'
comprehensive advisement across all three campuses and how PCC
STEMEC participants have access to a direct contact with Cal State
LA about transferring, STEM majors at Cal State LA, and resource
referrals.
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